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 Exhibit Chair  Angela Bostek  

 Publicity  Carole Barnard 

 Outings/Field Trips Hugh Comfort 

 Membership   Ken Sellers 

 Web Master  Christie O’Leary  

 Past President  Scott Duvall 

 Editor   Ray Munns 

Wow…2022 seems to be flying by.  Happy 

September! Many thanks to Melissa 

Southern who presented an interesting 

slide presentation last month highlighting 

her photography career. I’m looking 

forward to our PhotoShow this month as 

well as the start of our exhibit at Alamance 

Arts on September 6th.  I encourage all of 

you to come out when you can to view the 

work of fellow club members.  Alamance 

Arts is open 9-5 Mon thru Sat and the 

exhibit runs thru October 15th.  

I was excited to see we had 2 new 

members join this month.  Welcome Bob & 

Audra!  Thanks all for your participation in 

making this a great club.  

Stay well and Happy Shooting! 

President’s Comments—September 2022 

By Keith O’Leary 
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September 19 th PhotoShow — “H2O Reflections” 

Dick Schenck, PhotoShow Chair  

We encourage ALL members to submit photographs for our bi-monthly Photo Show and would like to see 
EVERYONE represented!    

We try not to exceed 50 photos per show. Therefore, we ask that you submit a maximum of two (2) 
photos. We may only use one of your photos based on the number of entries so PLEASE indicate your 
preferred photo in the file name of each photo (01 or 02; See naming information below). If you have any 
issues with formatting or submitting, please let us know at apcphotoshow@gmail.com and we will be 
happy to assist. Also let us know if your submitted photo is not acknowledged within a few days and/or 
by the deadline. 

Submission Details  

Number of Entries:  

Max of two (2) entries per member.  Please indicate your preferred photo with the number 01.  

Size:  

No larger than 25 MB.   

Preferred minimum size is 1024 x 768. 

Format: 

.jpg  

File Naming: 

Please rename your photo submissions using the following format:  

       Firstname.lastname_01 or _02 (per use preference)   

       Example: john.doe_01.jpg   john.doe_02.jpg  

Email:  

Email Address:  Send all images to apcphotoshow@gmail.com    

Email Subject Line:  Include the month of the PhotoShow and your name.   

Example: Photos for September Photoshow – John Doe  

Entry Deadline:  

5:30 PM on Monday, September 12, 2022.   

 

Please Note:   

Submissions that do not adhere to the guidelines above may be returned. 

Don’t forget: Photos may be submitted early for the following show! 

mailto:apcphotoshow@gmail.com
mailto:apcphotoshow@gmail.com
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PhotoShow Leader Dean White 

Dean White began to get interested in photography in his high school years, but he really 

got involved during college, working on the college yearbook staff for two years.  Those 

were the film days, and he learned to shoot assignments on campus and to work with 

developing black and white in the college yearbook darkroom.   During college, where he 

minored in journalism, he also completed the New York Institute of Photography 

correspondence course. 

Unfortunately, he didn’t do much with photography while he and his wife were raising 

their children (much to his wife’s dismay)!  Then, about 15 years ago, he rekindled his 

interest in photography, but this time it meant learning digital. 

Today, he lives in Mebane, and has been employed at Wilmore Electronics Company in 

Hillsborough for 35 years working in sales and technical support.   

He really enjoys practicing photography in his free time, learning new photographic 

techniques, and just enjoying all that the digital world has to offer.   

Membership Corner 
Ken Sellers 

 

August was a good month for membership with the addition of 2 new members bringing 

our total membership to 52.  We welcome new members Audra Potter and Bob Anderson 

and look forward to their participation in future APC activities.  We can continue to grow 

if we tell other interested photographers, of all levels, about the opportunities we have as 

members of APC.  The upcoming Photography Exhibit at Alamance Arts in Graham, 

September 6 – October 15 is just one example of those opportunities.   

Remember, any new member joining after June 30, 2022 pays only $20 for membership 

ending December 31, 2022.  For anyone who is thinking about joining but has not made a 

decision, for $20, give it a try! 
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 Alamance Arts Exhibition 

“The Photographer’s Eye” 
 

The Alamance Photography Club’s exhibition, “The Photographer’s Eye,” is scheduled for 

Tuesday, September 6 through October 15 at the Captain White House, also known as 

Alamance Arts.  The address is 213 South Main Street, Graham, and is open Monday – 

Saturday from 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 

Members who are participating in the exhibit, I would encourage you to review the 

guidelines you have for information about selling and taxes, which Alamance Arts will 

handle.  The drop off dates are between August 31 – September 2 and the pick-up dates 

are October 17-18. 

Alamance Arts will host a reception for you, your family and friends on Thursday, 

September 15 from 6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.  If you go to the Alamance Arts website, you will 

see some of the pictures that will be on display as well as for purchase since Alamance 

Arts has started advertising about “The Photographer’s Eye.” 

This is such a wonderful opportunity for our Club to participate with Alamance Arts, who is 

recognized as one of the best art venues in North Carolina having had the Lego display as 

well as Chihuly in the past few years.  The Captain James and Emma Holt White house was 

built in 1873 and became the official location for Alamance Arts 24 years ago.  There is also 

a beautiful gift shop called Picasso, which carries an array of items made by artisans across 

the state from jewelry, pottery, metal works, silk scarfs, books about North Carolina and 

much more.  

Thank you to the 20 members exhibiting 50 different pieces of photography in the exhibit.  

I know we all will look forward to sharing these works with our community.  

Please feel free to call or email me if you have further questions about “The 

Photographer’s Eye.” 

 

Dianne Sellers                             taikijorsel@gmail.com                            336-253-5867 

mailto:taikijorsel@gmail.com
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Webmaster Notes 

 

Visit www.alamancephoto.com for the latest happenings in the club.  By the way, if you are 
in the process of recruiting someone to the club, why not point them to our website for 
more information?  Like us @facebook.com/alamancephotoclub  
 

Christie O'Leary 
Webmaster 

APC Lunch Bunch 
Join us for lunch, the first Thursday of every month, 

at Southbound Sandwich Works, Correct Time Plaza, 

3328 S. Church St. in Burlington at 12:00 noon! 

We’re back to having our Lunch Bunch on the 

first Thursday of each month.  

 No agenda, no program, no music, just friendly conversation with 

fellow photographers.  Spouses of members are always invited. 

Questions, call Leonard, at  336-270-3194. 

Hope to see you September 1st at 12:00 noon! 

http://www.alamancephoto.com
http://facebook.com/alamancephotoclub
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2022-Q3 Personal Field Trip: Rivers and Streams 

For the third quarter of 2022 (July 1 – September 30), our locations are Rivers and 

Streams. The intent here is to show flowing water, not dammed up rivers (that is a lake) 

and not just moving water (as in ocean waves). These rivers and streams may be anywhere 

you happen to find them, but the time for taking the photos is Q3.  

Here are the guidelines for submitting photos for this personal field trip on "Rivers & 
Streams". Note that this is a new and different method for submission, although the 
preparation of the photos is the same: 
 
You can submit up to 5 images and they must be taken anytime from July 1 thru 
September 30, 2022.  
 
Please name your images as follows: first name.last name_xx  
                                                 Example: john.doe_01, john.doe_02, etc. 
 
Instead of emailing us your submissions, we have created an album in Google Photos that 
you can directly upload your images to anytime during this quarter. 
 
Be on the lookout for a follow-up email that will include these instructions plus the link 
to the album in Google Photos. 
 
Once in, you can add photos from your device, love photos you see in the album (by 
clicking on the heart icon) and view or add comments to specific images by clicking on the 
activity icon (see below).  

   
   
To find the album directly from the Google Photos app on your device, or on your 
computer, open Google Photos, click on Sharing and then locate the album. 
 
Feel free to reach out to Keith O'Leary or Hugh Comfort if you have any questions or 
issues. 
 
If, however, you are totally not interested in using Google Photos, you may, as last course, 
email them to apcfieldtrips@gmail.com, as previously, and we will ensure your photos are 
shared with the club. To view the photos, however, you will still need to follow the 
instructions above. 

mailto:apcfieldtrips@gmail.com
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Q4 Field Trip –Save the Date 

Our 4th Quarter field trip will be in person to Old Salem on October 29, 2022.  Details will 

be provided in the October Newsletter.  But you can begin your research by going to the 

Old Salem website:    https://www.oldsalem.org/ 

Also, be sure to check out their photo policies:  https://www.oldsalem.org/photography/ 

Model Railroad ‘Model Shoot’ 

The Twin Lakes Model Railroad Club has offered to stage a ‘model shoot’ for the APC with 

their model railroad set up.  They would open their train venue to us and place the trains 

wherever we requested; and we could then photograph them.  They have some fairly 

elaborate backgrounds which can provide for some interesting photos.  For those who are 

interested, this model shoot will take place on Saturday, September 17 from 1-3 PM.  

Some tips they have offered:  Plan to use a tripod.  Due to the lighting, and the need for 

maximum depth of field, long exposures will be required to be able to stop down the 

camera aperture to a maximum. 

In case you would like a preview of what the club venue is like, we are fortunate that they 

are planning an Open House on Saturday, September 3 from 1-3 PM (Labor Day weekend).  

They request that we come after 2 PM since they expect it will be most crowded in the 

first hour.  The club house is located in the old maintenance area of Twin Lakes.  To get 

there from the main entrance to Twin Lakes, take the first street to the left (leading to the 

bridge), then the next left (before the bridge).  The club is located in the building behind 

the dumpsters, on the left side closest to you as you drive in.  There will be signs up on 

Open House day.     

Since space is limited, we will need to know of your interest in participating since we may 

need to schedule different small groups for different times.  If you would like to 

participate, please email Hugh Comfort (apcfieldtrips@gmail.com) to indicate your 

interest, and if you have any time constraints, what times between 1and 4 PM you would 

not be able to be there.  Photos will be submitted in a similar manner to the field trips.  

Details will be provided to those participating. 

https://www.oldsalem.org/
https://www.oldsalem.org/photography/
mailto:apcfieldtrips@gmail.com
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Remembering 9/11  by Dick Schenck 
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Chatham Mills Pollinator Paradise Garden 

by Bob Finley 
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Tips for Zoo Photography 

By Sue Lindell 

I often take animal portraits at my local zoo. For photographers, zoos provide a consistent 

way to get close to a variety of animals without the time and expense of travel to exotic 

locations. Here are some tips I have learned from several years practicing zoo photography. 

 

 

 

 

Primates are often a wonderful source for ex-

pressive portraits. 

 

 

 

 

Camera Gear for Zoo Photography 

The gear I consistently bring with me on every visit to the zoo with my DSLR camera is my 

300mm zoom lens and my 50mm prime lens. During the colder, dramatically less crowded 

months (I live in Chicago) I occasionally bring my tripod; however, I found a beanbag that 

attaches to my camera to be easier to use in cramped conditions. I can squish the beanbag 

against railings or fencing for a firm, steady support. A lens cloth is also indispensable. A 

spare battery is good insurance. My camera model holds two SD cards, which I find are 

plenty for my time there. As you discover your favorite animals and style for shooting, you 

will learn what specific items work best for you. 

If you’re planning to photograph smaller critters such as small reptiles or if the exhibit has 

a glass viewing area, you may also want to bring some sort of shield for your lens. There 

are rubber shields that fit like a filter on the end of your lens which will allow you to put it 

up against the glass to eliminate reflections. 
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Tips for Zoo Photography . . . Continued 

 

 

 

A rubber shield on my 50mm prime lens al-

lowed me to get up close and personal to this 

tortoise and avoided reflections on the glass. 

Don’t forget that the shield will cause you to 

lose a bit of light; you may need to adjust 

your exposure to accommodate. 

 

 

 

Find Good Lighting 

Pay attention to your light direction and try to move to give the best exposure for your 

subject(s). I tend to spend much of my time at the lowland gorilla exhibit at my local zoo. 

This particular area allows viewing 360 degrees around the enclosure. I now understand 

on which side of the exhibit to position myself to allow the best exposure due to the light 

direction. Even if the gorillas are active on the opposite side, I have learned it is better for 

me to wait for them to move to my side rather than be disappointed with un-editable 

shadowing due to poorly lit, dark ani-

mals. I need to use a very low aperture 

with available light, since most indoor 

exhibits prohibit using flash. The low 

aperture will also help minimize back-

grounds. I use the fastest shutter and a 

high ISO to freeze the action. I will also 

shoot in RAW. The larger file allows me 

to crop to a smaller portion of the pic-

ture and still be acceptable. 
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Tips for Zoo Photography . . . Continued 

Look for Eye Contact 

Watch the animal’s eyes and be ready to hit your shutter 

quickly to have eye contact with your viewer! More often 

than not the animals will simply scan over the visitor 

viewing area occasionally rather than stare at any individ-

ual person. For clear shots maintain a fast shutter with 

burst mode and be ready for that split second when your 

subject looks toward you. When you see its eyes start 

sweeping your way, start shooting! A long lens will give 

you the ability to see when an animal’s eyes appear to be 

staring right into your camera. 

 

 

Be Patient 

Be prepared to wait quite a while before picture worthy behaviors occur. Just as in the wild 

you will need patience and a bit of extrapolation to catch the action or expression of a nice 

shot. Please be considerate, however, and do not hog a large area of prime viewing space. 

Keep elbows in and tripods close. Stand firm while waiting, as you may be jostled on 

crowded days. 

Most people appreciate a little thoughtfulness. If I’m at a window viewing area with my 

long lens propped against the glass, there’s enough room to allow a shorter child or two to 

stand in front of me without disturbing my camera position. Sometimes my camera will ac-

tually attract other people to come see what I’m photographing, but I have noticed most 

zoo visitors only spend a few minutes at any given exhibit before moving on.  

 

 

When I arrived at this snow leopards area, he 

was sleeping. I waited for him to wake up and 

as he yawned, I was able to capture what ap-

pears to be a fierce expression. 
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Tips for Zoo Photography . . . Continued 

Prevent Condensation 

If you move into a different temperature environment, take care to protect your camera 

and lens from condensation. Going from cold outside air to a warm building housing tropi-

cal climates will cause your lens to fog. I like to keep a lens cap in place for at least five 

minutes after entering to allow the camera time to warm up. I keep a lens pen and a lens 

cloth handy, as well. If the outside air is bitterly cold, I tuck my camera into my coat as I 

walk to the tropical buildings to help keep it warm and reduce condensation.  

Get to Know Zoo Staff 

Try to get to know zoo personnel and other regular photographers as they may be gener-

ous with inside information about best times for photographing specific animals. I have 

discovered a whole little sub-culture of regular zoo photographers who are friendly re-

sources of information, anything from advice for camera settings to gossip about the zoo 

animals. 

Eliminate Distractions 

When editing your images, don’t be afraid to crop 

close to reduce or eliminate fencing, zoo visitors, or 

other distracting factors. I often choose to convert the 

image to black and white to avoid distracting colors 

from things like painted zoo enclosure backgrounds. 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

If your favorite animals are napping or not on display, you might want to try getting shots 

of zookeepers or volunteers as they do their jobs in the zoo. If you’re a regular visitor, you 

may want to consider getting small inexpensive prints of your best shots and giving them 

to the respective zoo personnel next time you see them.  
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How to Photograph 

Amazing Water Reflections 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reflection photography is often described as abstract art—one that’s easily appreciated by 

many but particularly difficult to achieve. This is because photographing reflections, espe-

cially on water, requires the use of manual camera settings. At the same time, there are a 

couple of things that you need to consider in order to capture the stunning mirror image 

on water just as you see it in real life. 

By the end of this article, you should be able to take better reflective images that may even 

be worth a couple of awards and prizes. Read on below to find out how! 

Consider Your Subjects 

Just as it is when you photograph any type of subject, you must consider your image com-

position. Simply put, always mind what is being reflected in the water.  

Usual subjects that look great in water reflections are forest landscapes, lights of the city 

skyline at night, mountains, birds, and waterfalls. You’ll have much more creative freedom 

when working closer to the water and with implanted objects, like beach items placed on 

shallow waters by the shore. 
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How to Photograph Amazing Water Reflections . . . Continued 

 

 

 

 Image via Shutterstock  

 

 

 

 

Change Your Point of View 

You’ll need to learn how to angle your camera in order to properly frame both the land 

and water. Landscapes are usually taken with the water reflecting an exact mirror image 

of the land elements above, so level and elevate your camera until you get equal amounts 

of the land on both surfaces. Sometimes, you’ll also want to move to the left or right and 

change your point of view, especially when the lighting presents interesting shadows and 

highlights. 

Shoot During Calm Weather 

For the best looking water reflections, you’ll want the water to be perfectly still. You can 

use fast shutter speeds, but it’s still more advisable to shoot when there’s absolutely no 

wind at all, as it will cause ripples and blur the water surface (thereby ruining the perfect 

mirror image you were hoping to achieve). 

 

 

 

Image via Shutterstock  
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How to Photograph Amazing Water Reflections . . . Continued 

Shoot When the Sun is Low 

Avoid shooting water reflections—or anything, as a general photography rule—during 

midday under bright sunlight, as this will give you unattractive glares from the sun and 

harsh shadows. You’re more likely to capture better water reflections early in the morning 

or late in the day. 

Use a Tripod 

A reliable tripod is an absolute must-have when shooting landscapes, which you’re likely 

to do when shooting water reflections. It should help you frame your shot steadily, posi-

tion and angle your camera any way you want, and make it much easier for you to take 

test shots of the exact same scene until you get the best shot. 

Set the Right Camera Settings 

First off, use a smaller aperture (around f/11 for landscapes or f/5.6 for smaller objects 

and area size) to bring out details and stronger reflections. You’ll also want to use a fast 

shutter speed to avoid capturing ripples in the water and any other movement in the sur-

rounding environment. Finally, you may want to set your ISO a bit higher just to compen-

sate for the lowered exposure due to the use of a smaller aperture and fast shutter, but 

try not to go above ISO 400 or 800 to avoid adding too much grain or noise to your image.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image via Shutterstock  
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How to Photograph Amazing Water Reflections . . . Continued 

Manually Set the Exposure Point 

Automatic exposure settings may give you reflections that look darker than in real life. To 

avoid getting inaccurate readings, set your exposure point manually and base it on an area 

inside the “mirror” image that’s the same level of exposure as the area of water where 

there’s no reflection. 

Focus on the Water 

With a smaller aperture, your entire image—including the land and the water reflection 

that’s a lot closer to your camera—will likely look sharp and detailed. But if you want your 

focus on point, which should be the case if you’re planning to print large copies of your 

photos, make sure you do a half-press and focus on your focal point (such as trees or 

mountains) in the water. This ensures that the reflection is as sharp as possible in your 

photos. 

Use Lens Filters 

While it’s ideal to have the reflections look perfectly still and detailed, everybody should 

have the freedom to break the “rules.” For a different creative output, try using neutral 

density (ND) filters and polarizing filters. 

ND filters are normally used to reduce the amount of light that enters the lens. This helps 

even out the light and allows the use of slower shutter speeds during the day. You can use 

this filter to capture blurry, velvety smooth water, which can still work beautifully for col-

orful reflections. 

A graduated ND filter will also allow you to apply the filter on just one side of the image, 

such as for an overexposed sky or the water at the bottom of the frame. Polarizing filters, 

on the other hand, will help cut some glare, make the skies appear bluer, and help you 

capture more vibrant colors in general. 
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5 Tips for Getting Sharper Images When Doing 

Long Exposures 

By Kevin Choi 

Long exposure photography makes it possible to show the passage of time in a still photo-

graph. It does this by blurring moving elements and sharpening the static parts. But there 

is a downside to long exposures – any camera movement blurs the static elements. Here 

are four simple ways you can prevent unwanted blurring. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Use a Good Tripod 

For very short exposures there are ways to hold yourself and your camera. However, 

when you’re taking an exposure of a few seconds, you need something steadier than your 

hands to hold your camera. You may set the camera on a table, or a rock but risk dropping 

the camera or accidental movement that can ruin your shoot. 

The most common way is to put it on a sturdy tripod. You have to get at least a decent tri-

pod as El Cheapo tripods are going to give you camera shake too. 

https://digital-photography-school.com/author/kevinchoi/
https://digital-photography-school.com/step-by-step-guide-to-long-exposure-photography/
https://digital-photography-school.com/is-your-tripod-sturdy-enough-lets-test-it/
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5 Tips for Getting Sharper Images When Doing Long Exposures . . . Continued 

2. Use a Remote Shutter Release 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Even with a tripod the act of snapping the shutter can cause the camera to shake. There 

are a couple of ways to combat this problem. 

One is to set the delay on the camera (2-sec timer) so any movement is done by the time 

the shutter snaps. The other is to get a remote shutter release. 

Remotes can be connected to the camera by a cable or wireless – either one snaps the 

shutter without shaking the camera. They are also called remote cable releases. This is a 

small and cheap accessory which can help you get rid of camera shake.  

3. Use Manual Focus 

Autofocus is a wonderful thing. Most of the time it does exactly what you want, making it 

easier to take great photos. But there are times, especially when shooting long exposure, it 

can have the opposite effect. 

In low light situations autofocus has trouble finding something to focus on. Even when it 

seems focused, it can readjust when the shutter is snapped. Using ND filters can cause the 

same problem. 
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5 Tips for Getting Sharper Images When Doing Long Exposures . . . Continued 

Fortunately, there is a simple solution. When shooting in low light, you can use manual fo-

cus, or use a flashlight for focusing and once the focus is set, turn autofocus off so it won ’t 

change once the light is off. 

For ND filters set the focus manually (either before or after mounting the filter) or autofo-

cus first, turn it off and mount the filter. The shot will stay focused, the picture sharp.  

4. Lock the Mirror Up 

If you are using a DSLR camera – and you probably are since you are shooting long expo-

sure – it has a mirror that reflects the image from the lens to the viewfinder. It is between 

the lens and the camera sensor, so it has to move before the shutter snaps. 

That small movement causes vibration. When you turn on the mirror lockup, it turns the 

shutter button into a two stage button. The first click lifts the mirror and the shutter 

doesn’t open until the second click. The time between the two clicks allows the vibration 

of the moving mirror to stop. 
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5 Tips for Getting Sharper Images When Doing Long Exposures . . . Continued 

5. Use Your Aperture Sweet Spot 

Closing down the aperture can make you shoot longer. However, when your aperture is 

too small, it will start to have a diffraction effect which lowers the sharpness. 

In most lenses, the sweet spot of the lens aperture is between f/5.6 to f/8. In other words, 

you will get the sharpest images when using this range. 

When you step down to f/16 or smaller, you will get images that seem out of focus. 

Conclusion 

Taking long exposure photographs is a science and an art. Like any art, taking long expo-

sure pictures with the right balance of sharpness and blur takes both skill and intuition. 

These five tools will help you use your skills to turn intuition into great photographs. 
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Telephoto Lens Tip 
Jim Goldstein 

 

Embrace a shallow depth of field for a complementary background 
 

Telephoto and super-telephoto lenses get you very close to the subject, and this decreases 
the depth of field. 

In other words, when you’re shooting at 400mm, 500mm, and 600mm, you’ll have a razor-
thin plane of focus to work with while the rest of the scene will be rendered as a blur. 

And fortunately, thanks to the compressive effect of telephoto lenses (discussed above), 
the background blur tends to look really, really good. It’ll help your subject stand out, plus 
it can look gorgeous all on its own. 

Note that, for the best bokeh effect, you’ll need to ensure there is a significant distance be-
tween the subject and the background. You should also dial in a wide  aperture, some-
where between f/2.8 and f/6.3 (at least for most situations). 

Check out the monkey shot below. Do you see how the background has been blurred into 
oblivion so my subject is emphasized? 

 
 
 

 

 

Rm 


